Payload 3 Daily Flight Report

Date: 2021-07-01
Flight Campaign ID: P3C1
Airport, FBO ID, City: Boulder Municipal Airport (KBDU) – Boulder CO, Grand Junction Airport (KGJT)
Aircraft: N615AR

Domain: Transiting to D19
Sites Flown: Transit
Days left in Domain: n/a

Report Author: John Adler
Lidar Operators: John Adler
Spectrometer Operators: n/a
Pilots: Stephen Brawders, Vince Maarschalkerweerd
Ground Crew: John Adler

Flight Hours: 1:31
Hours until maintenance: 53.60

Summary: We had an early departure from Boulder, arriving in Grand Junction for maintenance to occur during the day. Concurrently IFR checkrides were completed, and we just need to complete the functional checkflight tomorrow morning before heading to Alaska.

Concerns
None.

Comments
Elissa Barris is enroute to Fairbanks and should arrive tomorrow morning.

Flight Collection Plan for July 2-5 2021
Continuing to transit to D19 in Fairbanks.

Crew: John Adler